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CHAPTER!
Introduction and Overview

In current society, the media not only abounds, but it permeates to every sector of the

population.

With such a grasp on the public's attention, one can only assume that the

media promulgates certain responses from said public.

From one crisis to the next, the

media shifts its interest to "the next big story" and in doing so, also captures the public's

curiosity and attention and causes it to shift as well.

It can only be ascertained then, that

the media does influence public opinion; whether that influence is deliberate or not is

quite a different topic altogether.

Does the public have a thirst for knowledge of current

events, or does the media-c-through verbal and non-verbal cues-chype up events in such

a way that the public might believe they would be "missing out" on something if they do

not "tune in"?

Why does the propaganda and coercion of the national news media seem

obvious to some while others remain oblivious?

Considerable attention must also be given to the amount of influence the media has not

only over the public, but over policy makers as well.

The interaction between public

officials and media personnel, and the role that media often plays in elections and

legislation is one that seems to be orchestrated.

Livingston (1997, p. 1) claims that, "the

impact of global, real-time media i.e.: CNN, C-SPAN, Fox News Network, etc., is

typically regarded as substantial, if not profound."

In a recent edition of TV Guide Magazine, Matt Roush (2003) compiled a list of"50

Things I Love About TV" and at # 1 3 was 'Breaking News.'

Roush writes, "We gather

around the Tv-cnever more than during times of crisis, mourning, war or triumph (like

moon landings).

From the Kennedy assassinations to September 1 1 , the world somehow

seems smaller if not safer in these moments of shared experience."

Could

it

be that in the

public's collective minds watching television during these times actually brings us

closer?

Do we feel more connected with a much larger community simply

by

bonding

through the viewing of tragic events portrayed by the media?

Benedict Anderson, (1983) in his book "Imagined Communities," maintains that print

media played a large role in the evolution of nationalistic feelings around the world.

The

basic role that print language served was that "brothers" were all reading the same stories

and in doing so, reinforced nationalism.

Most importantly, the emergence of print

capitalism helped root national consciousness in three ways.

First, it created a vernacular

language-lower than Latin, but above spoken dialects; this unified fields of exchange

and communication.

Fellow readers in tum envisioned the greater group to which they

belonged and most importantly, could be understood within.

Secondly, print-capitalism

gave a permanence to language and helped build an "image of antiquity" one central to

the idea of"nation".

This permanence solidifies that hundreds of years from now people

can read the words of their ancestors.

Lastly, print-capitalism created a language of power in that those languages chosen for

print were important, more so than specific dialects.

This language of power fostered the

sense of belonging when people from different dialect-speaking regions of the same

country can still speak to one another.

Also, in the face of waning religious

participation, reading the paper was like a "mass ceremony" and a "substitute for
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morning prayers."

In other words, print-capitalism allowed for the new form of an

"imagined" community, the "basis for the modern nation."

Pritchard (2000, p. 1) claims "much of what people know about the world beyond their

own experience comes from mass media.

In a variety of direct and indirect ways, media

content influences what people believe, what they think about, and how they act."

From

cultural phrases like "keeping up with the Jones'" and the materialism that seems

rampant in the United States, one can only wonder where this desire to have more,

bigger, and better "stuff' comes from.

The media is an exceptional tool for informing the

public, but has this tool been misused?

Is it now being used to control people, make them

believe they need this or that, believe they should think, act, feel a certain way?

It is true

that the media can bring things to a person's attention that said person might never have

considered before, but more importantly, why should that person need to know about

what the media is discussing?

It increasingly seems that the media's purpose is to serve the interests of the government

and large corporations, instead of serving the public.

The media's lofty aspirations to be

an information-providing body seems like an excuse to "out-scoop" industry competitors.

The media is a machine, churning out ideas and information, but in such a way as to

draw-out a certain, expected response from the public.

By presenting political views not

too far to the left or right, the media frequently sits on the fence on many issues but does

so under the guise that they are being objectionable.

However, through certain verbal and
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nonverbal cues, broadcast journalists are able to coerce and implant thoughts into the

public's minds, thereby resulting in a specific response.

Advertising, entertainment, and the news have almost become one force.

The Winona

Ryder shoplifting case made headlines around the country-this type of "news" should

not be on the front-page but rather buried somewhere in the back of the paper, and at the

end (if at all) of the telecast.

For over a year, the public was bombarded with images of

the actress shoplifting and updated with daily accounts of her court case.

Highlighted

coverage of entertainment awards shows has now been deemed "newsworthy" somehow

and are broadcast on the evening news.

Does the public really need to know this kind of

information as opposed to "real" news, as in news stories that actually affect people such

as stories regarding the economy, our operation in the Middle East and so on?

It is

extended exposure to this type of "news" that can dull people and turn them away from

media.

Given the daily exposure to the barrage of persuasive messages, monologues, and

hyper-sensational news, common sense is getting harder to maintain.

Both the government and the media deploy some types of psychological strategies for

imbedding the public with their messages and directives.

In a way, the messages the

media deliver could be construed as mind control, in that they tum people's thoughts in a

certain direction.

Chomsky and Herman (1988) go so f
ar as to discuss the underlying

mechanisms used by the media to control perception, "manufacture consent," and modify

public behavior.

They go on to state further that "the media serve to mobilize support for

the special interests that dominate the state and private activity . . . "
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The cloak that the media shields itself from criticisms under is one that allows them to

claim independence of the state and corporations, and helps them assert they are

committed to discovering and reporting the truth.

Claims are made that media chooses

news based on unbiased professional and objective criteria.

Journalism students take

classes in ethics and journalistic integrity, but humans arc flawed; it is nearly impossible

to separate your personal beliefs from a story that you are reporting.

However you may

try to hide your support or disgust for a story, in slight verbal variances and non-verbal

cues, your report will be slanted.

While the integrity of journalists can sometimes be

questionable, their methods of getting a story can be seen as even more questionable.

It

seems as though the competition between news outlets is so fierce that reporters and

journalists will stop at nothing to get a small tidbit of information-usually largely

insignificant-just to say that you heard/read it there first.

Following the old newspaper business adage of"what bleeds, leads," important stories

are the ones that will grasp the attention of the most people.

It seems this philosophy of

leading with the most controversial or psychologically spellbinding stories permeates in

the broadcast news media as well.

There is even advertising now for news broadcasts!

"Tonight on channel 2 news at 6:00 . . . " is usually followed by the highlight of some

tragic story or a safety warning or a major recall that will be covered.

However, these

commercials are so obscure that they make people believe that they will be in some

danger if they miss the broadcast.

The media creates mass chaos especially and most

often in times of bad weather-in turn creating shortages of necessity supplies like milk
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and bread in supermarkets.

What the media doesn't stress-and tries to make you

forget-is that the snow will be removed in two days at most, and you will not starve to

death from lack of being able to get to the grocery store.

Media is simply in the business

of creating and shaping public opinion, whether they admit to it or not.

Research Question

Does the media influence the public?

response?

And to what extent is that influence create a public

This research paper will examine the extent to which people believe the news

media and journalists in their reporting.

Also, the issue of whether or not the public

overwhelmingly trusts the content of news telecasts and why they believe that broadcast

journalists are trustworthy is examined.

Subsidiary Questions

With such a broad area for research, and a topic that is brimming with studies and other

material, a few other questions will be examined:

Has the media so ingrained ideas in society that the public now looks to the national

news media for not only information, but cues on how to behave?

Does the media's coverage of events actually incite public outcry and/or support for

legislation and federal action?

If the atmosphere around news is geared toward garnering a public response, where

does that media direction come from?
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Specifically, in the 6:30-7:00 P.M, weekday evening time slot, how are the national

news broadcasts framed as to incite a public response?

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to simply understand the culture of American media and its

relationship with the audience-c-the citizens of the United States.

It will examine how the

public can look to the media for information and how they actually get much more.

It

will also look to the three major networks (ABC, CBS, NBC) and see how the broadcasts

are framed similarly and how or if the content differs.

The relationship that the media has with the public is one in which the media expects

people to trust the content that they provide and rarely question it.

With such an

enormous potential for power over masses, the paper will seek to examine whether the

media employs - even in small amounts-. aspects of mind control and coercion.

It will

also scrutinize types of nonverbal aspects of a daily newscast; how the stage is set, the

outfits that are worn, even the graphics of titles for news stories and how these slight

differences and similarities exist between the three major networks.

Is it the public's thirst for tragic stories that command more media attention for certain

types of articles, or does the media simply highlight these stories in an effort to compete

with rival networks?

In the current climate of media frenzies that have abounded since

the September 1 1 t h tragedies, should the media "tread lightly" on stories of national
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importance?

This paper will examine the necessity that the media sees in reporting

stories even though they may often conflict with the necessity for national

security.

After

the first World Trade Center bombing, media sources around the country printed articles

and broadcast

explosives

interviews with experts who claimed that if the terrorists had placed the

more strategically, the entire complex could have been demolished.

And what

a harsh lesson was learned, a mere eight years later, that the symbol of financial strength

in the United

reporting

States could actually be toppled.

Does the media actually realize that in

such stories, they could be viewed as fostering an open invitation to provoking

terrorist activities?

Shaw (1999, p.

10) claims that "the extension of the First Amendment has stretched so

f
ar that, in the view of some critics, the Amendment has become a license to make

profits, not a measure to protect speech."

While the media often relies heavily on First

Amendment rights when defending itself, has this amendment been twisted to fit the

needs of the media?

Shaw (1999, p.

172) also claims, that "the concern of the American

television networks is to ensure the presence of audiences of the size and kind for which

their advertisers are looking."

With advertisers demanding more of networks, it is

possible that the news broadcasts will cater to different audiences, in

them,

With

in

order to suffice

modernization

the

order

to

attract

stipulations of advertisers.

and globaliz.ation of media and technology by which to

transmit

stories, the decision of what stories to cover in a nightly newscast has been made even

more

difficult because stories happening all over the world can be covered

and broadcast
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virtually anywhere.

There also is the inevitable process of selecting and compressing

world events to cover while relying heavily on who comprises the audience of the

broadcast.

Editorial skills can ensure that audiences receive a taste of indecency abroad

and far-away tragedies like famines and civil wars, but they can also desensitize members

of the audience to such occurrences in the future.

Objectives

To ascertain through surveys how the public actually views the media and whether or not

the public believes in broadcast information or if they understand there is some

manipulative controls evident.

The intention is to understand how the public can put a

blind faith in the national news media to report stories in an objective and truthful

manner.

Are news audiences jaded by reporters covering the same stories, or telecasts

focusing on tragedy upon tragedy because of past coverage of similar events?

Also, in order to better understand the influential relationship triangle between the public,

federal policy makers, and the media.

In examining the national news broadcasts

between 6:30 and 7:00 P.M. on weeknights, how much coverage centers around the

federal government, Bills and Policies on the government agenda, foreign affairs,

national affairs, stock reports, and weather, and if that coverage fosters public support or

opposition.
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Limitations

The extent to which the author would have wished to focus this research on is too broad

and complex; therefore, it focuses on the three major networks and their three weeknight

news broadcast programs during the 6:30-7:00 P .M. timeslot.

Focus is on these specific

broadcasts because they come on at a time when most people are in the home and

watching news, they are accessible, and they are nationally broadcast.

Due to these

factors, the research will primarily focus on the stories covered, the amount of time spent

on specific stories, a comparison of coverage on the three networks on the same day, and

how nonverbal cues can stress the need for public interest in an issue or story.

While there is an abundance of research literature on the influence of the media and the

influence of the federal government over public audiences, there are no studies that

specifically identify the three programs that this paper will focus on as rationale for

public coercion.

There is a lack therefore of previous research on which to solidly

compare the new research of this thesis.

Limitations also surround the survey, as participants varied in geography, educational

background, and career path.

A significant difference might be expected between those

who work within media careers and those participants who do not.

This difference

however, might shed some light on how media perceives itself and the job that it does as

opposed to how the public sees the media.

Also, those people who have media-related
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careers are also acceptors of media messages and their survey responses may be

conflicted because of their duality.

I I

CHAPTER II
Review of Literature

A broad range of research studies have covered topics regarding the media from coercion,

to why we watch what we do, how media and public policy are related, and the power in

language used.

This chapter will present these previous studies, the conclusions of them,

and how they relate to this thesis.

Examples & Exemplars

Moore (2003) writes about The Gallup Organization's poll conducted between February

17-19, 2003, regarding how the public perceives media credibility, accuracy, and

objectivity.

The poll found that "Americans are skeptical about the accuracy and

objectivity while almost six out of ten Americans say that news stories are often

inaccurate."

The poll further presents "45% of Americans say that the media is too

liberal, while only 15% say the media are too conservative."

Moore (2003) explains that

"Americans express skepticism that the news media routinely provides accurate and

objective coverage . . . 58% of Americans believe news organizations' stories 'are often

inaccurate' while 39% say they 'get the facts straight.'"

The Gallup Organization has conducted a few of these similar polls over the past eighteen

years and results show that the evaluation of media has varied considerably-c-and is

usually dependent upon the current political climate.

The poll underscores the issue that
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"the more intense people's views, the more critical they tend to be of the media for not

adequately covering their point ofvieW" (Moore, 2003).

In 1997, Steven Livingston conducted a study entitled, "Clarifying the CNN Effect: An

Examination of Media Effects According to Type of Military Intervention."

In it, he

claims that "global, real-time quality to contemporary media separates the "CNN effect"

from earlier media effects on foreign policy" (Livingston, 1997).

With the immersion

that 24-hour news channels provide the public and the real-time quality of broadcasts,

people are more easily captivated by stories because they are happening at the time.

This

relative ease with which the public can see news happening in real-time could affect

foreign policy, in that when a person sees an atrocity or tragedy in some far-off place,

they feel as though, "what are we doing to help?"

That person then, if so inclined, might

write their state representatives or Senators pushing for action.

Livingston (1997) reiterates Schlesinger's (1995) claim that "In this age image means

television, and policies seem increasingly subject, especially in democracies to the

images flickering across the television screen."

Previously, before the explosion ofreal

time media giants like CNN, people focused mainly on the nightly news for their current

events information and probably thought little of writing their representatives

complaining of situations or requesting action.

Because the news that real-time outlets

provide is so fresh, it is easier for people to get into the event and feel like if they do

something-no matter how small-then they are helping the people they see on the

television screen.
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One of the effects that global real-time media outlets pose is the shortening of response

time for decision making; major foreign policy decisions may be made too quickly

because of mounting pressure from the public that stems from a broadcast.

Often times,

the federal government needs more time than this real-time media allows, to research a

problem or situation further.

Most likely,.they receive similar initial information at the

same time as the news outlets.

In October 1993, the body of a dead American soldier being dragged through the streets

of Mogadishu, Somalia, could be seen on television broadcasts throughout the United

States and around the world.

The subsequent public outrage and demand for action

pressured President Bill Clinton to withdraw United States troops from the area as soon

as possible.

It is this power of the media to foster public support or undermine authority

for current operations overseas based on what is usually an isolated incident.

Public

opinion will insist on foreign intervention or military action, but only if none of the

troops are hurt.

Military leaders and politicians know that if they get involved in a war that the public

might view as not being in the interest of the United States, and victory is not

immediately evident, Americans will be outraged at the loss of American troop's lives.

It

is this fear that military leaders do not wish to admit death of troops as an outcome of

foreign intervention and actions.

Other reasonable fears run along the lines that images

could undermine public support and also that journalists could disclose strategic
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information that may be intercepted by the "enemy."

In today's media culture, it is too

easy to create a sense of hysteria among the public with regards to foreign actions and

legislation related to it.

The bulk of Livingston's study (1997) looks at eight types of military interventions and

the associated media coverage of such actions.

Conventional warfare, strategic

deterrence, tactical deterrence, special operations and low-intensity conflict, peace

making, peace-keeping, imposed humanitarian operations and consensual humanitarian

operations were examined.

With most of these situations, Livingston found that when

there was media coverage on real-time networks, there was usually greater public interest

and that media coverage can act as an accelerant and impediment in most cases.

Fred H. Cate (1999) wrote a paper on the Media and International Disaster Response in

which he outlines six factors of media influence on international crises.

First, he claims

that "public policy makers are becoming desensitized to dramatic images from distant

locations, thus reducing the power and influence of those media that provide such

images."

One could conclude then, that with every viewing, legislators are becoming

more jaded to the power that they can have to help out in foreign situations or realize that

no matter how tragic events may seem, they cannot help everyone.

Second, "while the media influence their audiences, government and relief agencies have

also learned to take advantage of the power of the media" (Cate, 1999).

Relief agencies

and government officials alike actively seek media coverage to gain more support for
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their actions.

Cate (1999) also outlines the idea that because of the high cost of covering

foreign events, all foreign and international news cannot possibly be covered.

Also

influencing media coverage is the corporate ownership of the major networks; "the new

models of media ownership and new expectations of media profits are changing the

content of news."

The ti fth factor addressed is that competition to be the first to report a

story is so great, that it often produces serious errors and misinformation.

Lastly, Cate

sees the influence and accessibility of the Internet as significant competition for more

traditional print and broadcast mediums.

By now, the influence of the media over the public's interest, attention, and reactions

should be apparent.

Piers Robinson (2000) conducted a study looking at the Policy

Media Interaction Model; Robinson was prompted to this topic due to the increase in

discussions regarding the news media's ability to cause intervention during humanitarian

crises.

Overall, the research indicated that media coverage could drive policy where

there is existing uncertainty with regard to that policy.

Also, media coverage can trigger

air power intervention during humanitarian crisis but not the deployment of ground

troops.

Robinson cites examples of Northern Iraq in 1 99 1 and Somalia in 1992-93 are

evidence of such media driven intervention and for this study, he looked at the United

States responses to humanitarian crises including Kosovo in 1999.

For the study, Robinson developed a policy-media interaction model hypothesizing the

conditions under which media influence occurs, and then selected two cases of

intervention and one case of non-intervention for analysis.

The cases being US
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,

deployment of ground troops in Somalia in 1992 ("Operation Restore Hope"), the US

threat to use force in Bosnia in 1995 ind the failure to deploy ground troops of air

support to protect Albanian Kosovar refugees during 1999 NATO air war against Serbia.

The first case, Restore Hope, was widely believed to have been caused by media

coverage of suffering people compelling policy makers to do something.

Robinson's

research found that only marginal amounts of media coverage were found with regards to

Somalia prior to November 25, 1992, the combined average number of articles per day

for the Washington Post and New York Times was 0.8 and Somalia received front page

coverage on only two occasions.

Media attention increased considerably after the

intervention decision was made and print coverage rose to an average of nine articles in

the papers previously mentioned.

Broadcast attention increased from 3 minutes 30

seconds to 1 3 1 minutes and 40 seconds on CBS; this coverage helped build support for

Bush's policy of intervention while keeping opposition insignificant.

In this case,

Robinson found that the media helped lo build support for the President's agenda.

The second case followed US intervention in Bosnia to defend a safe area; the aim of the

intervention was to prevent the fall of the safe area to Bosnian Serb nationalists and to

pick up where the UN mission had failed.

High media coverage was evident-averaging

eight articles in the Washington Post and New York Times-and focused on the refugees

while criticizing both bodies (UN and US) as not doing enough to aid in the situation.

Due to the emotive coverage, pressure for action and public demands on policy makers,
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Robinson found that media coverage was a key factor in motivating US policy makers to

intervene.

The third case, involving Operation Allied Force in Kosovo in 1999, was an example of

non-intervention during a time of a humanitarian crisis.

Since the operation was

primarily developed as a coercive diplomacy tactic rather than to directly alleviate the

humanitarian crisis, extensive media coverage was unable to force policy-makers to

intervene.

Even Wlth vast media coverage, over I 000 articles, and near-nightly coverage

on CBS, the Clinton administration maintained that the air war was working and no

ground troops would be deployed.

Robinson claims that "when the executive is decided

on a course of action, even critical and empathy framed coverage cannot influence

policy."

Ultimately, Robinson found that media coverage may not always cause

intervention in such cases, but it definitely fuels public interest and pressure on policy

makers.

Media coverage can trigger the use of air power but not the deployment of

troops and claims regarding media-driven foreign policies are grounded.

Whether

journalists use empathetic words or critical descriptors might also have had an influence.

Robinson (2000) also defined a list of"descriptors" he found were used in media

broadcasts.

Descriptors.

He makes a separation between Empathy Descriptors and Critical

The latter being the choice that a more objective journalist would use and

the former being the choice to use when the journalist is trying to provoke or persuade.
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Table 2.1

Empathy Descriptors

Critical Descriptors

Human tragedy

Talking so nice and doing nothing

Bedraggled

Sickly

Frantic

Lacks the military measures

Scared

Viability at issue

Trail of tears

Doing too little too late

Desperately

Inaction

Dazed

Muddle-through strategy

Weeping

Doing nothing

Hysterical

Caught by surprise

Huddling

One humiliation after another

Driven out

Ineffectual

Human suffering

Reluctance to use force

Robinson (2000) found that when empathy descriptors were used, they encouraged

audiences to identify with the plight of (in this case) Srebrenica refugees by emphasizing

their status as victims, reminding the audience of his or her essential similarity with the

victims, and representing connotations of innocence and vulnerability.

Also, by using

"distance descriptors," the audience is encouraged to maintain an emotional distance.

In

his study by defining and seeking out instances where empathy descriptors and distance

frames were used, he found that the overall humanizing, empathy encouraging

descriptors were used more than those considered distancing or neutral.

The results

therefore support the inference of an empathy frame predominating in news coverage.

While today's information and communication technologies provide governments with

new opportunities to manage the public profile of issues and policies, strive to achieve

organization efficiencies, and improve the flow of information, there is a growing

downside to this information explosion.

Joseph S. Nye (1999) writes in his paper

"Redefining NATO's mission in the Information Age" that, "Kosovo demonstrated how
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the 'CNN effect '-the free flow of information and shortened news cycles-has a huge

impact on the public opinion, placingsome items at the top of the public agenda that

might otherwise warrant a lower priority."

As a result of the expansion of flows of cheap

infonnation, "political leaders find it more difficult to maintain a coherent set of priorities

in foreign policy issues."

Broadcasts, due to the increased free flow of infonnation and

shortened news cycles, pressure politicians to respond to some foreign problems and not

others.

The impact of the CNN Effect makes it harder for political leaders to keep some

items off the top of the public agenda that might otherwise warrant a lower priority.

In a

society that demands action yesterday. political and military leaders often have reduced

time to deliberate issues and possible responses because of the public pressure stemming

from viewing broadcasts.

Development Facets

The impact of the media, and the ways in which the media influence the public are

innumerable.

This power the media possesses also brings into the picture the question of

media accountability.

To what extent-if any--could the media be held accountable for

the shaping of public opinion?

Keith Tester (2001) delves into the morality of the media

and points out important factors that unlike our predecessors, the media disallows the

public to claim a "defense of ignorance" with regards to tragic events around the globe;

the media brings these events to our attention and we therefore cannot blame our public

indifference on not knowing about such events, thereby rendering it impossible to uphold

ideals of essential moral goodness.

If we know about events, and do nothing to slow or
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stop them, then we become a part of the problem; the media researches stories and

presents them, we view them, but do nothing,

Unfortunately, the more suffering and

tragedies the public views the less concerned they are, the more jaded they become and to

a degree, desensitized to the events shown.

Tester (2001, p. 8) states, "News producers also know that whatever story they are

covering cannot be accorded any status of being absolutely important to the exclusion of

everything else . . . and they also know that the pressures of time mean that their report

will have to draw on a repertoire of stock images and linguistic devices

able to make any sense to the audience."

if

it is going to be

Therefore, it is the news producers behind the

scenes who view raw footage, edit and piece together the scenes that will afford the

network or show the most attention

in

the least amount of time.

It is unfortunately most

unlikely that a situation will ever get the time necessary to adequately report the complex

issues of any given situation.

The result is the public making snap decisions, forming

stereotypes and harsh opinions based on clips shown due to the mere fact that they would

have the greatest influence, and they fit a specific time allocation slot for a broadcast.

The worst aspect and result of this rigmarole is that the public's attention and response

lasts only until another tragedy eclipses it.

A bold graph depiction of media and public

interest in a story might look like a high mountain peak; the interest explodes, and just as

soon as it landed on the radar of public attention, it falls just as quickly while the media

moves onto another disaster.
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Cook (1989, p. 1 7 0 - 1 7 1 ) quotes Funkhouser as "the media have a limited attention span.
I

They discover problems suddenly, but their interest rapidly wanes, whether or not the

problems have been solved."

Cook emphasizes that, "Often, the media's role in the

political process is akin to re-circulating air in a building with no windows.

The

unexpected becomes so routine that news itself is almost predictable; freshness is only

occasionally brought in by unanticipated events."

Tester (2001, p. IO) emphasizes a report by Martin Bell who defined two types of

journalism: bystander journalism and journalism of attachment, the latter being the more

emotionally involved reporter who 'seeks to care as well as know' the story behind the

story and will not stand neutrally between good and evil.

Contrarily, bystander

journalism focuses on the events as they unfold rather than upon the people who provoke

and suffer from them.

The job of a journalist should include something by the way of

reporting news with a moral significance; realizing that news has an impact instead of

merely reciting a script that has been written to gain the most attention and reaction

would most likely better serve the public-but not the network or advertisers so such a

lofty ideal will most likely never be attained.

One can only wonder then, how or why the public is so easily swayed by media coverage.

Douglas Rushkoff (1999) profoundly declares "whether we are strolling through Times

Square, exploring the Internet. .. we are under constant scrutiny and assault by a

professional class of hidden persuaders.

plan, we don't even realize

it

In most cases if the coercion works according to

has been used" (pp. 2-3).

Also, "the techniques of coercion
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have advanced so f
ar over the past several decades that we no longer live in a world

where the best man wins.

It's a world where the person who has made us believe he is

the best man wins" (p. 19).

Basic hwnan nature and instincts have been studied and

manipulated by advertisers and journalists alike--whether to stimulate interest in

purchasing a product or believing a story and shifting political views, both groups in

similar ways and through the utilization of similar tools seek to generate a reaction or

response.

In another of his books, Cook (1998) emphasizes that the media should be thought of as a

political institution, where journalists are political actors.

reporters have political influence.

Whether acknowledged or not,

"Reporters simultaneous needs to craft a story from

the material provided to them while distancing themselves from the political

responsibility of airing infonnation means that they find ways to show they are not mere

extensions of the government and that they must figure out how to tum unpromising

material into a story worth printing or airing" (p. 112).

embed bias in the news, whether knowingly or not.

News media and journalists

In their selection process of stories,

journalists and producers seek stories that will be easy to cover, convey, and cultivate for

future broadcasts; this selection process is far from flawed as it stems from personal

interests, relationships with political leaders (to ensure an interview which will be aired),

and selfishness on behalf of journalists (they seek the glory of a story).

The problem then shifts, to one of training journalists and trying to undo years of thought

with regards to objective journalism.

Can a journalist be truly objective?

Spitzer ( 1 993)
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remarks that, "the twin notions that (a) reporting may influence policy and (b) reporters

want to influence policy through the act of reporting are [I argue) ingrained in the very

nature of modern journalism" (p. 2).

The media possesses a distinct capability to shape

public policy; this ability has evolved over time and technological progress and while

it

should not be viewed as negative, the influence and connotation of media influence more

often that not, is.

Under the guise of being "objective," journalists inevitably shape news,

our reactions to it, and our interest in stories through nonverbal gestures and nuances as

well as verbal communication variances.

Now, the question can be asked, "what role,

if

any, should journalists play in policy

initiation?" (Graber, McQuail & Norris, 1998).

While objectivity is the defining norm of

modem journalism, journalists' partisanship shades the news and news decisions (what

stories to cover, and how in-depth} are affected by journalists' personal political beliefs.

Journalists are always looking for their next big story, and political leaders will inevitably

be a prime source, hence, relationships between them are cultivated.

Graber, McQuail, &

Norris (I 998, p. 25) claim that "politicians need the press in order to get their message

across to the public.

For this reason, they go out of their way to build relationships with

reporters, briefing them on important plans, granting them access to official places and

proceedings, and even providing them with working space."

Ultimately though,

journalists want to make their own news decisions-inevitably based on their own

personal preferences-but worry that influence from selfish political leaders and their

relationship might cloud or interfere with their coverage.
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Media Perspectives

With the freedoms that our press enjoy, it seems that journalists are moving ever closer to

being even more influential political actors.

It is rare that the public actually get to

interact with their political leaders; however, the public viewing of television broadcasts

is almost daily.

In the majority of cases, the public only "meets" their leaders through

television and through the broadcast journalists they come to see more frequently.

It is

only logical then, that people might "relate" or seem more familiar and tend to believe

journalists more than politicians.

The relationship between politics and news will

continue to evolve and rely on pressures, restraints, and demand for information and

coverage.

Unfortunately, it is the public that suffers from these media-government

encounters because they are often used as pawns in a game of policy-making and

legislation passing.

Shaw (1999, p. 1 1 7 ) notes that "we live in the reflection of other people's tragedies.

We

watch and listen to news programs from a variety of motives: because in our conunon

humanity, we are curious; because there is an excitement to be had in following a story

spiced with the special flavor of reality; because we want to discern signs of hope and

possible relief; because as the electorate in a democracy, we feel it our duty to be

informed about the world, ours and other people's."

It could be, then, that human nature

leads us to feel better about ourselves through hearing or seeing other people's suffering

which keeps us tuning in to news broadcasts.

However, does the public realize that the

news is not just essentially coverage of current events, but rather a machine churning out
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information with the hope that there will be a return of public reaction, political shifts and

legislative action?

Perhaps the most interestingly appropriate-as well as entertaining-piece of research

that dealt explicitly with the topic of media bias is a book by Bernard Goldberg (2001 ).

"Bias: A CBS Insider Exposes How the Media Distort News" is based on Goldberg's

experiences working with CBS as a reporter and his subsequent firing after writing a

"conservative" op-ed in the

Wall Street Journal.

The piece, entitled "Networks Need a

Reality Check," essentially criticized the national news media for having a liberal slant.

The article alienated Goldberg among his industry and upset Dan Rather- whom

Goldberg refers to as "The Dan" - in the process.

Goldberg (2001, p. overleaf) supports the idea that "real media bias is the result of how

those in the media see the world - and their bias directly affects how we all see the

world."

Goldberg also writes, "In the United States of Entertainment there is no greater

sin that to bore the audience.

could be snippy and snooty.

A TV reporter could get it wrong from time to time.

But he could not be boring" (p.

17).

He

He further claims that

"That's one of the biggest problems in big-time journalism: its elites are hopelessly out of

touch with everyday Americans" (p. 24).

The essential portion of Goldberg's (2001) argument is that he tried for years to speak

with producers and editors regarding the media bias.

Unfortunately he found, "you can't

talk directly to the anchorman about such things, because anchormen in general don't do
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well with criticism.

They're like royalty.

Which means everyone is always kissing their

royal ass, and after a while they behave more like kings than journalists" (p. 22). He

further attests that networks are simply following suit-that is, covering stories that first

appear on the Washington Post or New York Times.

"One thing to remember about

network news is that it steals just about everything from print.

So

if

the New York Times

is against the flat tax, and the Washington Post is against the flat tax, the networks can't

and won't be f
ar behind" (p. 25).

Essential conclusions drawn from his book are that the

media simply get story ideas from other sources, fuel competition, and regurgitate

information-especially of groups they favor.
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CHAPTER III
Survey Results

The survey (found in Appendix B) and results utilized the Likert scale for participants to

register answers ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree regarding their

feelings toward ten closed-ended statements.

The ten statements were adapted from a

combination of thoughts stemming from the reading of research articles as well as in

discussing the thesis topic with others.

The goal of this survey was to educe reactions

from participants either agreeing or disagreeing with statements pertaining to media,

media accountability, trustworthiness, and media affects.

Participant Breakdown

Participants were pooled from journalism Master's students at Syracuse University, law

students at University of New England, students at Seton Hall University, employees at a

journal publishing company, union carpenter workers and employees at Oswego State

University. A total of ninety-one participants responded to the survey.

"Industry Personnel"

Nineteen people are labeled as "industry personnel" as they work as journalists at a

magazine publishing and editorial company.

Random Sample

Seventy-two respondents are labeled as "random sample" or "non-industry."

Gender

For the random sample the gender breakdown was thirty-five female, thirty-six male, and

1 non-response.

respondents.

In the industry personnel, there were fourteen females and five male

No correlation was found regarding male and female responses in the
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survey; that is, gender did not play a significant role in how males and females responded

to the questionnaire.

Age Distribution

The sample was a broad base of people, ranging from age eighteen to over seventy.

distribution was as follows:

Age

thirty-six respondents in the 20-25 category; ten respondents

in 25-30; twelve respondents in 30-35; six respondents in 35-40; seven respondents in 40-

45; five respondents in 45-50; five respondents in 50-55; one person each in the 55-60

group, 60-65 group and the 70+ group.

None of the respondents were in the 65-70 age

group and six of the respondents did not answer the question related to age.

Educational Level

Most of the participants also had a significant range of education-from high school to

Master's and the post-graduate level.

The indications show that educational level did not

necessarily specify a relationship of different understandings of how the media works.

In

the random sample, four participants listed themselves as having post-graduate degrees;

eighteen were either in graduate school or completed it; fourteen were college graduates;

thirty participants had some college; five participants completed high school as their level

of education and one respondent did not answer the question pertaining to education

level.

The industry personnel group education level distribution is as follows: one person

completed graduate school; sixteen were college graduates and two participants had

completed some college.

All of the industry personnel answered this question.

Further correlations between the self-reported aspects (Gender, Age, Educational level)

can be found in Appendix A.
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Statement Response Breakdown

Statement 1:

News coverage and opinions vary significantly between television stations.

Statement 1 Line Graph

8% of participants strongly disagree; 41 % disagreed; 22% were neutral; 24% agreed; 5%

strongly agreed.

Of the participants who did not answer neutral, 49% disagreed in some

way with this statement; this percentage illustrates that the public does believe that

coverage and opinions can vary between different networks.

Since 22% of the responses were neutral, perhaps the statement was not definitive enough

- such a high percentage though could also be indicative that those respondents really did

not notice a "significant" difference.

Only 29% of total respondents agreed in some way - which was somewhat expected.

Early potential indications of responses for this statement were that more respondents

would disagree in some way therefore proving that a majority realize the similarities

between networks and news broadcasts.
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Statement 2:

There is intense competition between news media agencies.
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Statement 2 Line Graph

None of the participants strongly disagreed with this statement; 2% of respondents

disagreed; 4% were neutral; 33% agreed; 60% strongly agreed.

An overwhelming

number of participants - 85 out of the 91 survey responses - either strongly agreed or

agreed with this statement helping to exemplify the idea that there is an obvious

competition between news media agencies.

With so much noticeable rivalries, one might

expect a greater level of disparity then between networks and broadcast framing and

styles.

When one network does "out-scoop" another, they let the public know by using phrases

such as "a CBS Exclusive" (i.e.: Dan Rather and Saddam Hussein Interview in February

2003) or "you heard it here first."

But, since today's news lines tomorrow's litter boxes,

competition abounds on a daily basis to always have a "one-up" on, or "out-scoop"

another network.

In reality (as Chapter IV will show) broadcasts are so similar- except

for the occasional "exclusive report" - you can hardly tell them apart.
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Statement 3:

Broadcast journalists are usually honest and reliable in their news story

reporting.
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Statement 3 Line Graph

7% of respondents strongly disagreed; 40% disagreed; 14% were neutral; 37% agreed;

2% strongly agreed.

Of the participants who did not answer neutral (14%) 47% either

strongly disagreed or disagreed with this statement.

agreed or agreed.

The remaining 39% either strongly

Conclusions that can be drawn from these results are mixed, in that

only a difference of 8% exists between those that agree or disagree in some way with the

statement.

Therefore, reliable assumptions cannot be made based on the responses.
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Statement 4:

Broadcast journalists have a serious responsibility to the public to report

all facets o
f a given story and do so objectively.
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Statement 4 Line Graph

2% strongly disagreed with this statement; 8% disagreed; 9% chose neutral; 41 % agreed;

41 % strongly agreed.

An even split of 82% (41% and 41 %) of the respondents either

strongly agreed or agreed with this statement.

With such a great response, one could

assume that the majority of the public would also agree that journalists have a

responsibility (even

if

they do not fulfill that responsibility) to report all facets ofa story

and do so without letting personal beliefs intrude.

Based on these responses, the public holds a high standard for broadcast journalists, but

when they mis-report on a story you are less likely to have a correction made.

Assumptions can be made then, that the public is also much more likely to notice when a

weather report is wrong rather than the validity and objectivity of a story during the same

broadcast.
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Statement 5:

The power o
f cable news stations (CNN, ,\1SNBC, Fox Newschannel)

comes largely from the size and status o
f their audiences.
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Statement 5 Line Graph

3% strongly disagreed; 15% disagreed; 14% were neutral; 5 1 % agreed; 16% strongly

agreed.

67% of respondents either strongly agreed or agreed with this statement; obvious

generalizations to be made therefore hinge on the power the public audience of a network

has over the choices that network will make when deciding which events to cover and

how much exposure a certain issue will warrant.

If respondents agree they have some affect on contributing to the power of cable news

stations, why isn't there more of a difference between networks and broadcasts?

How does the public affect networks?

From advertisers who buy time during a broadcast

to target a specific audience, that broadcast now has the responsibility to the advertisers

and network to attract that specific audience.

This is how content of broadcasts is
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affected by audiences.

If advertisers do not see a visible return from placing during a

broadcast, they are more likely to turn to another network. This in turn would cause lost

revenue for network broadcasts to attract a certain target audience for their ads.

Statement 6:

Extensive media coverage o
fforeign events (e.g., civil wars, terrorism,

famines) can influence public policy agendas and government action.
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Statement 6 Line Graph

I% strongly disagreed; 5% disagreed; 2% were neutral; 57% agreed; 34% strongly

agreed.

With just over 90% of participants agreeing in some way with this statement, it is

clear that the public realizes the power that the news media can have on public policy.

The influence the media has over policy makers has not gone unnoticed by the

respondents of this survey, and if it is obvious to them how the media can manipulate

policies, then it must also be evident to a larger public.
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Audiences are more likely to express concern over an event seen on television because

imagery coupled with persuasive messages is more emotionally evocative than reading a

story in a newspaper.

To add to this, if an event is covered by one broadcast, it is certain

to be seen on other networks----due to the intense competition.

be void of a story that warrants public attention.

No one network wants to

All the awareness and media outlets

combine to bombard the public with images and ideas, influencing the public as well as

policy makers to "do something" to address a given situation.

This attention of course,

wanes in the face of another-or the next big-disaster or story.

Statement 7:

News outlets can assign a high priority and grave importance to incidents

and events that probably warrant a lower priority or no coverage at all.
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Statement 7 Lme Graph

None of the respondents strongly disagreed with this statement; 3% disagreed; 7% were

neutral; 55% agreed; 35% strongly agreed.

Combined, 90% of respondents either

strongly agreed or agreed with this statement.

With examples like the Columbia disaster

in February 2003 this statement could not be more evident.

While networks scrambled to
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give more coverage to a possible war with Iraq, nearly no coverage was given to the

NASA flight-euntil the space shuttle exploded upon re-entry and then the story was

everywhere.

For sixteen days, the crew circled the Earth in silent anonymity because

news agencies were busy trying to out-scoop one another on stories related to the United

Nations, weapons inspectors, the United States, and Iraq.

It is clear that networks often push other public interest stories by the wayside in order to

cover the same stories other networks have in order to keep competitive.

Of course it can

also be assumed that the stories which will bring in the largest audience will be pushed to

the forefront, ahead of less public-appealing stories.

A larger audience equals happier

advertisers which will continue to support the network by buying advertising air time.

Statement 8:

The media often promulgates a perception o
f an "evil, foreign world" that

contrasts sharply with a "safe, happy America. "

zo

Statement 8 Lme Graph
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1% strongly disagreed; 2 1 % disagreed; 13% replied neutral; 45% agreed; 2 1 % strongly

agreed.

This is also the only question where the distribution of random sample responses

and industry personnel responses varied significantly which is not surprising.

Industry

personnel are obviously not going to group themselves with a powerful media that tries to

covertly convince Americans that everyone else in the world is evil.

However, the

majority of overall responses, 66%, still agreed in some way that the media does make-

even though not always explicitiy-c-some demarcation of an "us" and a "them."

Statement 9:

Public expectations o
f media and broadcast journalists often shape the

content o
f news.
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Statement 9 Line Graph

None of the respondents chose strongly disagree for this statement; 13% disagreed;

were neutral; 53% agreed; 16% strongly agreed.

16%

Therefore, the majority of respondents

again agreed that the media can place certain stories on the forefront depending on what
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they perceive the public would want to hear about.

(Please refer to the breakdown on

statements 2, 5, 6 and 7for further explanation.)

Statement 10:

The public can quickly become desensitized to the dramatic images and

stories from distant locations portrayed on television.

Statement 10 Une Graph

None of the participants chose strongly disagree for this statement; 4% disagreed; 3%

were neutral; 54% agreed; 38% strongly agreed.

With 92% of respondents agreeing in

some way with this statement, it is obvious that people realize they can become

desensitized or accustomed to seeing gruesome and dramatic images on network news.

Another question to ask would then be, if people have become desensitized to such

dramatic images, why do networks still show such images?

It all boils down to

competition, fueled by advertiser interest and the network's "bottom line."
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Summary

In conducting this survey, most respondents answered as expected.

The ultimate purpose

of the survey was to identify how people take in the information fed by the media and to

verify the author's previous thoughts as to how the public views the media.

It was found

that most participants in the study did view the media as something that should not be

totally, wholly trusted, aod that media content has gone through many filters before

reaching a broadcast. Still, many people do take everything the media says at face value

without questioning it.

It is these people that need to be better educated to the techniques

and subtleties that the media often employs in order to elicit a response.
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CHAPTER IV
Independent Research: A Closer. Look and Comparison of Broadcast Episodes

To understand more fully the potential political impact of media coverage, a better

understanding of the framing in which media content is presented is imperative.

This

chapter will examine one week's worth of broadcast news from CBS, NBC, and ABC.

In

examining the broadcasts of evening news shows (CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly

News, and World News Tonight on ABC) this independent research will show that the

networks not only cover the same stories, but the similarities in that coverage.

NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw

The Set: Tom Brokaw greets viewers in the first segment of the news standing in front of

a screen with graphics of stories that will be discussed flashing behind him.

After the

first segment, Tom is seated at a newsdesk area with flashing graphics behind him.

Topics and Stories Covered: February 24, 2003 (Listed in the order they were broadcast)

"Showdown with Iraq"

The "Iraq Watch" segment featured a "showdown poker" analogy and

correspondent Andrea Mitchell proclaimed "serious consequence" spelled out at

the UN meant "UN language for war."

Segment length: 3:10

White House Coverage with White House Correspondent David Gregory-Segment

length: 2: 10.
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David Gregory, White House Correspondent, outlines what is in store for George W.

Bush and the United Nations in the next few weeks.

Segment length: 2:38

•

War on Terror update-length: 23 seconds

•

Regan spy story-length: 15 seconds

•

"Money Woes"-w:ith cities and states dealing with budget problems.

Length: 2:23.

"Wall Street" update, I5 seconds

"In Depth" covered the night club fire in Rhode Island and discussed night club

safety.

Segment length 2: 1 2.

Story about North Korea launching a missile into the ocean during a test firing

length: 23 seconds

•

Abortion ruling makes it tougher for women in Indiana to get an abortion.

Length: 25

seconds

"Lifeline" segment covered the AIDS vaccine failure in test trials.

dead in the water."

•

"The vaccine is

Length of segment: 1:55.

"Sea Hunt: Dress Rehearsal for War"-a 3 minute, 50 second segment by

correspondent Brian Williams, on board the USS Memphis during a firing drill

•

The last JO seconds of the broadcast discussed what was planned for the next night's

broadcast.

CBS Evening News with Dan Rather

The Set:

On this evening, Dan Rather was in Baghdad, Iraq. so he was standing.

John

Roberts filled in for the anchor spot in New York and was seated at a desk in a

"newsroom."

There is a blue background for the newsroom.
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Topics and Stories Covered: February 24, 2003 (Listed in the order they were broadcast)

First, the broadcast opens with a J5 second description of the stories that will be

covered in that evening's broadcast

A "CBS Exclusive" is Dan Rather's interview with Saddam Hussein.

The coverage

of a few questions and answers lasts 3 minutes and is followed by a 3:08 banter

between John Roberts in New York and Dan Rather in Baghdad discussing the

interview-how Dan Rather felt, what Dan Rather thought of Saddam's responses,

etc.

"Showdown with Saddam" segment is covered by Bill Plante, their White House

Correspondent.

Segment length: 2:05.

Mark Phillips highlights another [raq-focused story on the Al-Samoud missiles which

runs 2:02 in length.

US troop deployment options were discussed and how Turkey may be a reluctant ally.

Segment length: 1 :47.

A story on the Rhode Island night club fire, subsequent deaths and lawsuits runs 2:40.

"CBS Market Watch" covers rising gas prices and

•

"CBS

Health

•

°CBS Weather Watch"

of Texas

and

Broadcast

Saddam

Watch" looks at the failure of the

runs

25 seconds in length.

AIDS vaccine

and

runs

2: IO

in

length.

is a 15 second look at the recent stonns that shut down much

Tennessee.

is closed with a

Hussein"

which

final

runs

look at Dan Rather's

"Exclusive

Interview with

40 seconds.
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World News Tonight with Peter Jennings (ABC)

The Set-Peter Jennings is seated at a newsdesk in what appears to be a newsroom with a

globe graphic in the background.

Topics and Stories Covered: February 24, 2003 (Listed in the order they were broadcast)

The broadcast begins with a preview of upcoming stories in the broadcast and a few

polls.

Segment length: 30 seconds.

White House correspondent discusses the day's events and the Bush Administration

reactions for 2 minutes.

An interlude follows for 50 seconds and segways into a Hans Blix story and the issue

oflraq's missile disarmament which runs 1 minute, 30 seconds.

"Overseas Briefing" includes one story each on Kuwait and China.

lasts

Entire segment

30 seconds.

AIDS vaccine disappointment with the release of clinical trial results.

Segment runs

1:52.

•

Winier Weather Update-length I :24.

"National Briefing"

o

governors lobby for more federal aid-segment length: 21 seconds

o

55 people charge in on internet drug bust--segment length 16 seconds

Rhode Island night club fire coverage of continuing events-2 minutes.

Sociologist Robert Merton died-/ 8 seconds

••A

Closer Look" segment sees the Bush Administration plans for cutting special

funding for schools in military-heavy areas as bad timing,

Segment runs 2:20.
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o

•

Another 30 seconds is spent on reviewing polls

A look back fifty years to the discovery of DNA-segment length is 2:20 and

includes interview with one of the men who discovered the idea of DNA and

subsequently won the Nobel Prize with his research partner.

Similarities

The Set-Each male reporter is wearing a suit, neatly groomed, and either stands at the

beginning of the segment (Tom Brokaw) in front of exciting graphics related to topics

that will be covered during the broadcast, or sits nicely situated behind a "newsdesk" in a

"working newsroom" atmosphere with high-quality almost "Hollywood"

titles flashing behind them.

graphics and

All three networks use a shade of blue as the main color in

the background, as well using some sort of a world or globe graphic

Topics and Stories Covered-From reading through the topics on this particular day all

three broadcasts covered virtually the same items.

mirrored by CBS "Showdown with Saddam."

"Showdown with Iraq" on NBC is

ABC doesn't have a specific name for its

opening segment which deals with the situation in Iraq, but they start their broadcast out

with that as well.

The broadcast then usually shifts to a White House correspondent and

the segment length averages between two and two and a half minutes.

On average, the weekday broadcasts on each of the major networks (already named)

follow a similar, predictable pattern.

The broadcast usually starts out with the top

headlines of the day-whatever crisis is on the forefront of news, i.e.: situation in Iraq, a
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new Bill on the House floor, etc.

Following that, there will be the expected foreign

affairs report, national affairs report {including federal government stories, a story from

that network's White House Correspondent, what is on the government agenda in the

upcoming days, weeks), a stock report and fiscal woes, the weather report, and "other

stories."

"Other Stories" for the week February 24-28 on each of the three networks covered topics

listed below.

These stories are listed in time from greatest coverage allotted to least

amount of time allotted.

This should be a clear representation of the direct correlation

between the amount of time devoted to a story and the importance.

o

World Trade Center design competition and architectural models -2:30

o

Gennan design won - 20 seconds

o

Consumer Alert, be wary of a credit card pre-approval offer -2:28

o

Night club fire and night club safety - 2: I 2

o

Anti-war protestors are human shield volunteers - 2: 12

o

Coast Guard transferred from Department of Transportation to Homeland

Security- 2: JO

o

Air Force Academy rape allegations and abuse charges - 2:08

o

Crude oil prices rise, will the government tap strategic petroleum reserve?

-2.08

o

Kuwait Liberation Day and Black Hawk memorial service - 2:05

o

Los Alamos National Laboratory whistle blowers -2:00

o

America's Cup sailing race coverage-2:00
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o

World Food Program coverage, 800 million chronically hungry people in

the world-

1:55

o

Mr. Rogers remembered - J :55

o

New long-term wrinkle treatment- 1:52

o

Space station astronauts are coming home and new NASA compromises -

1:48

o

Ephedra Warnings - 1:47

o

Pioneer IO signal goes silent: after thirty-one years and seven billion, 600

million miles [away}, the signal is finally too faint to hear - J :35

o

Columbia shuttle investigation, NASA internal e-mails which predicted

disaster-1:25

I: 12

o

National terrorist threat lowered -

o

Monster weapon, the MOAB-Massive Ordinance Air Bomb - I :05

o

DNA and Genetic problems can be solved by certain foods - 40 seconds

o

Supreme Court made abortion protests easier - 32 seconds

o

Forbes list of billionaires - 30 seconds

o

Abortion ruling in Indiana makes it harder for women to get abortions,

they need to attend mandatory counseling first - 25 seconds

o

Air France Concord jet trouble - 25 seconds

o

North Korea launched a missile into the Sea of Japan - 23 seconds

o

Columbia shuttle investigation - 20 seconds

o

Hartford, Connecticut retirement home fire - 20 seconds
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o

Pledge of Allegiance in violation of Constitution [separation of church and

state J - 20 seconds

o

Texas Death Row call for a re-trial - 20 seconds

o

Regan spy story - 15 seconds

o

Black Hawk Crash - 15 seconds

o

Huntsville shooting - 12 seconds

Another similarity is that each network runs commercials previewing what that network's

morning show will be covering the next day.

Also, each broadcast begins the same: a

musical introduction and flashy graphics, followed by a few seconds (ranging from IO

seconds to 45 seconds) on the stories that will be covered that evening.

The Newscasters

Dan Rather, Tom Brokaw and Peter Jennings host CBS, NBC and ABC network

(respectively) news broadcasts during the 6:30-7:00 PM weeknight time slot.

Each man

is dressed in a suit (unless they are on "location" when they are dressed in "field attire")

and is impeccably groomed.

Dan Rather begins the CBS Evening News broadcast by sitting at a "newsdesk."

He

remains seated throughout the broadcast, unless he is "on location" when he stands the

entire time.

Tom Brokaw begins the NBC Nightly News broadcast by standing and holding some

papers while he introduces the topics of the night.

He remains standing while the

broadcast cuts to the White House correspondent and until the first commercial break.
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Upon returning from commercial break, he is seated at a "newsdesk" with flashy graphics

in the background.

He does occasionally return to the standing position, usually towards

the end of the broadcast and when there is coverage of some health issue or human

interest story.

Peter Jennings also begins World News Tonight on ABC seated at a "newsdesk" in a

"newsroom."

Differences

As this research shows, there are not too many differences in each of the network's

broadcasts.

There is the same time allotted and since there is such great competition to

cover the same stories there can't really be much of a variety.

However,

it

was noticed

that ABC covered more "other stories" like the America's Cup which neither NBC nor

CBS covered.

Also, even the sets of a "ncwsdesk" in a "newsroom" is the same between

networks, as well as similar globe-revolving graphics and blue hues.

The Smoking Gun

Perhaps the most blatant example of a network trying to manipulate the public is that

CBS allowed an actor's voice to mimic an Arabic translator during the Dan Rather and

Saddam Hussein interview.

Deliberately trying to fool the public into believing that the

voice was that of an actual translator, CBS claims that what they did in this situation is

perfectly normal and acceptable.

(Jensen, 2003)

Why didn't CBS just use the voice of

one of the translators-because they probably didn't sound ethnic or Arabic enough and

CBS wanted the broadcast to seem legitimate.
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For the interview. seen by an estimated 17 million viewers, CBS news hired Steve

Winfield, a Screen Actors Guild member who is advertised on the Internet as a specialist

in foreign accents.

Winfield spoke Hussein's words after they had been translated by

three independent Arabic translators and CBS claims the translation was 100 percent

accurate.

The accent, CBS said, was meant to provide "a voice compatible with the

piece" even though a network spokesperson said Winfield was supplied by a translation

service and did not know whether or not the actor in fact speaks Arabic. (Jensen, 2003)

The article by Jensen (2003) further exposes the ideas that "in an environment in which

many inside and outside the media business worry about the blurring of the lines between

news and entertainment, the notion of CBS News hiring someone to fake an accent has

met with some gasps, a few laughs, and a lot of puzzlement."

On the contrary, a CNN

spokeswoman said the network's standards would not allow a translator to fake an accent.

Both NBC and ABC declined to comment, but executives at both of the networks agreed

that the practice was not used in their divisions.

Jensen also quotes Columbia University

Graduate School of Journalism professor and former head of standards and practices for

ABC News, Richard Wald, "that as long as CBS didn't pretend the speaker was Saddam

[himself] then there's nothing wrong with it."

In concluding the article, Jensen (2003) explains that "CBS News declined to discuss

why

it

did what it did except in the statement which read 'CBS News employed three

independent and respected Arabic translators to provide a 100 percent accurate

translation of the interview.

A fourth such translator recorded the actual audio in a voice

so

compatible with the piece.

The 60 Minutes JI report conveyed a fully accurate translation

of the interview that was in complete compliance with CBS News Standards.'"

Maybe CBS should review those standards so that they do not include such items as those

that deliberately and unashamedly set out to fool the public.

I suppose ethics are not

included in those standards either.
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CHAPTERV
Conclusion

Mark Twain once said, "If you don't read the newspaper, you are uninfonned;

read the newspaper, you are misinformed."

television broadcasts.

if

you do

The same can ultimately be said of watching

This presents a paradoxical situation: when you listen to, read, or

watch the news, you do get information.

The problem lies in the validity of the

information whether or not you get the entire story.

Another quote now springs to mind:

"There are three sides to every story-one for each person involved on each side of an

issue of a coin, and the third is the truth (or what actually happened)."

Revisiting the original research question, this thesis has shown that there exists a degree

of media bias-it would be extremely difficult to keep the bias out

The problem lies in

the fact that many Americans rely on broadcast television for their news, and they form

opinions on political and social matters based on what they hear and see.

Since citizens

cannot cast informed votes or make knowledgeable decisions on matters of public policy

when the information is distorted or slanted, the survival of American democracy will

hinge upon television news and other media outlets reporting fair and unbiased material.

With political preferences of the press no longer covert, members of the media may argue

that while they are personally liberal, they are professionally neutral.

They also concede

that their opinions do not hinder broadcasts because as professional journalists they are

able to separate their beliefs from their outward presentation of stories.

The truth is the

journalists are not a different breed of people; we are all the same, and we all make

subjective decisions every minute of the day.

[n that way.journalists are presenting a
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bias-they choose what to cover and what to ignore, what sources are reliable and what

parts of a story to keep in or edit out.

Bias in the media is a reality.

Everyday, a degree of groupthink occurs within the

journalistic profession-this mentality taints news coverage and allows only one side of a

story to receive fair coverage.

Groupthink is an industry-wide problem, where journalists

follow the herd and tend to make faulty decisions on which stories to cover-based on

corporate ownership, network competition and what will gamer the most public

attention-and there is a failure to act independently as well as to evaluate alternatives

and options.

All media is a construction-people choose which stories to tell and how to tell them.

These stories then in tum are products based on appealing to an audience and eliciting a

response from that audience.

Media also use language unique to signal importance, stress

danger and an understanding of those things that grasp our senses will help the public be

less susceptible to media manipulation; media has embedded values and messages they

wish to convey.

A more active participation by the public is needed to weed" out the

messages that we have critically examined and chosen either to concur with or disregard.

Not only the broadcast journalists can be held accountable; they are one person, but there

are many other people behind the scenes that have input and can change or shape the

direction of a broadcast.

The camera angles, music, graphics, lighting and other factors

can and are constantly manipulated in some way to elicit a response.

Captivating and
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mesmerizing graphics matched with upbeat yet serious music grab our attention and say

"this is the nightly news: PAY AITENTION!"

We, the public, expect journalists to maintain independence and objectivity, but just

because we expect it, does not mean that we get it.

That realization is more than apparent

and has been brought to light throughout this research thesis.

Whether intentional or not,

the media has manipulated-c-and continues to project a bias-s-through offering

misleading evidence, imbalanced reporting, disguising opinions as news, a lack of

context or developed frame of information, selective omission of details, making false

generalizations and plain distortion of facts.

One of the biggest sources of media bias comes through the use of adjectives and

adverbs.

Injecting the juiciest and most appealing words in a story only diminishes the

credibility of the story.

Straight fact reporting is ideal, but never achievable due to the

competition and simply because it would be boring.

And boring, does not gamer a large

audience who will patronize advertisers and keep watching that network's broadcast.

The news business is one that is high-energy, abnormally fast-paced, extremely

competitive, and relies on keeping the attention of a massive audience.

Newscasters not

only report the news, but are the gatekeepers that create a public mentality through

releasing some information and discarding others.

By failing to provide a proper context

and full background, broadcast news can dramatically distort the overall picture-this
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pressure to develop a story because of"air-time" restraints seriously undermines the

integrity of broadcast journalism.

The most important thing to take away from this thesis is that the media and broadcasting

is a business, plain and simple, not a service.

The general public has a mediocre

understanding of the business of media at best. With images tailored just so and content

infinitely mulled over by editors and producers, the amount of work that goes into a

single broadcast is immeasurable. At no other time has news been such a Hollywood-esqe

production. Somehow the job of delivering news has escalated into a farce designed to

attract the greatest audience and retain a wider viewership, rather than informing the

public.

The content of news and the information that the public receives is nothing more

than actors reciting a well-rehearsed script. The only difference between this production

and a sitcom or drama is that the script can change depending on what crises have erupted

that day.

The ultimate victim in this scenario is the public; we can only learn and gain information

from media sources that taint and slant stories. In the end, we are forced to accept what

the media gives us as "news", never hearing about stories that are not covered, statistics

that have not been manipulated with an end result in mind, or a truly unbiased view of

politics. The public then, has a responsibility to themselves to "take it with a grain of

salt" and understand that actively listening to news broadcasts means filtering out the

adjectives and other facets that make a story more "juicy".
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Future Study

This research focused primarily on the three major networks and their national news

programs which air between 6:30-7:00 PM on weeknights.

Further research might also

include the local media, as they may have more of a regional affect on the public.

Future

research may also wish to include actual broadcast journalist responses to survey

questions.

Those responses could then be compared with the public, and compared

among broadcasters from different networks.
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APPENDIX A

Further Graphs and Cross-Referenced Survey Results

Appendix A

p. A-I

Variable: Gender

Respondent Gender• Statement 1: News coverage and opinions vary signfficantly between televlslon
stations.

Count

Statement 1
strongly

msanree

disacree

acree

neutral

sfroncfv acree

Total

Respondent

Male

3

18

10

7

3

Gender

Female

4

19

9

15

2

49

7

37

22

5

90

Total

19

41

Respondent Gender• Stat11m11nt 2: There Is Intense competition between news media
agencies.

c

'""
Statement 2
disaoree
Respondent

Male

1

Gender

Female

1
2

Total

neutral

acree

strcrcfv aaree

Total

18

22

41

5

11

32

49

5

29

90

"'
Respondent Gender• Shltement 3: BroadciilSt Journalists are usually honest and reliable In their news
story reporting.

Count
Statement 3
strongly

tnsacree

disanree

neutral

anree

stronnlv

ac ree

Total

Respondent

Male

2

16

8

14

1

<1

Gender

Fem are

3

15

10

20

1

49

5

31

18

34

2

90

Total

Respondent Gender• Statement 4: Broadcast Journalists have• serious responslblllty to the public to
report all facets of a given story and do so objectively.

Count
Slalement4
strongly
drsaoree
Respondent
Gender

ceecree

neutral

acree

stronolv aaree

Total

Male

1

2

2

15

21

<1

Female

1

5

6

21

16

49

2

7

8

36

37

90

Total

Respondent Gender• Statement 5: The power of cable news stations (CNN, MS NBC, FoxNewschannel)
comes largely from the slzo and status of their audiences.

Count

Statement 5
strongly

dreaoree

disanree

neutral

acree

etrorcfv acree

Total

Respondent

Male

1

6

8

17

9

41

Gender

Female

2

8

5

28

6

49

3

14

13

45

15

90

To!al

Appendix A

p. A-2

Rospondent Gender• Statement 6: Extensive media coverage o
f foreign events (e.g., civil wars,
terrorism, famines) can influence public policy agendas and government action.

Count

Statement6
stro11Qly
dlsacree
Respondent

Male

Gender

Female

drsacree

neutral

Total

stro1r• · anree

acree

3

Total

22

16

41

1

2

2

29

15

49

1

5

2

51

31

90

Respondent Gender• Statement 7: NOW$ outlets can i1$$ign a high priority and grave
Importance to incidents and events that probably warrant a lower priority or no coverage at
all.

Count
Statement 7

deacree

neutral

snore •.

aoree

a"ree

Total

Respondent

Male

2

2

22

15

41

Gender

Female

1

4

27

17

49

3

6

49

32

90

Total

Respondent Gender* Statement 8: The media often promulgates a perception of an "evil, foreign world"
that contrasts sharply with• "safe, happy Amerlca.N

Count
Statement 8
strongly
tnsacree

Respondent
Gender

msaoree

Male
Female

Total

acree

neutral

stro

·

a-ree

Tota!

8

3

23

7

41

1

10

9

17

12

49

1

18

12

19

90

"
Respondent Gender• Statement 9: Public expectations o
f media and broadcast journalists
often shape the content of news.

Co

I

""
Statement 9
ctsacree
Respondent
Gender

acree

neutral

stroncfv acree

Total

Male

7

6

25

Female

6

9

23

11

49

13

15

48

14

90

Tota!

3

41

Respondent Gender* Statement 10: The public can quickly become desensitized to the
dramatic Images and stories from distant locatlons portrayed on television.

coun
Statement 10

deaoree
Respondent
Gender

"'"

Female

neutral

acree

stro

aoree

Total

3

1

26

11

41

1

2

24

22

49

3

50

33

90

Total

'

Appendix A

p A-3

Variable: Age-range of respondent

Age-range of respondent• Statement 1: News coverage and opinions vary significantly between
television stations.

Count
Statement 1
s!fongly
disaoree
Age-range of

60 •

respondent

50-60

disaoree

neutral

stronnlv aoree

Total

2

3

40-50

1

5

30-40

1

5

20-30

4

20

6

33

Total

aaree

1

2

1

1

6

2

•
5

12

5

9

19

1

11

3

21

5

17

"
84

Age-range of respondent• Statement 2: There is Intense competition between news
agencies.

Count
Statement2
disaaree

neutral

aoree

stronolv agree

Total

Age-range of

60.

1

1

2

respondent

50--60

3

3

6

40-50
30--40
20-30
Total

2

3

7

12

1

1

3

12

17

1

2

15

29

47

2

5

25

52

84

Age-range of respondent• Statement 3: Broadcast journalists are usually honest and reliable in their
news story reporting.

Count
Statement 3
strongly

orsacree

esacree
Age-range of
respondent

60 •
50-60

Appendix A

stronclv aaree

ac ree

1

2

Total

2
1

2

6

40-50

1

2

4

5

30--40

1

3

2

10

2

19

10

15

1

5

28

17

32

2

20-30
Total

neutral

2

12
1

17

"
84

p

A-4

Age-range of respondent• Statement 4: Broadcast JoumalJsts have a serious responsibility to the public
to report all facets of a given story and do so objectively.

Count
Statement 4
strongly
disaaree

disacree
Age-range of

60.

respondent

50-60

acree

neutral

stronclv aoree

1
1

Total

1

2

2

3

6
12

40-50

1

2

2

7

30-40

1

1

8

7

17

1

3

5

21

17

47

2

6

8

33

35

84

20-30
Total

Age-range of respondent• Statement 5: The power of cable news staUons (CNN, MS NBC,
FoxNewschannel) comes largely from the size and status of their audiences.

Count
Statement 5
strongly
disagree

drsacree

neutral

Age-range of

60.

1

respondent

50-60

1

stronclv aqree

acree

Total

1

2

3

2

6

40-50

1

2

3

5

1

30-40

2

4

3

5

3

17

5

4

28

10

47

13

13

41

14

84

20-30
Total

3

12

Age-range of respondent• Statement 6: Extensive media coverage of foreign events (e.g., cJvil wars
terrorism, famines) can Influence public policy agendas and government action.

Count
Statement 6
strongly
disaqree

disagree

acree

neutral

strcoclv acree

Total

Age-range of

60 •

respondent

50-60

2

4

6

40-50

6

6

12

1

30-40

2

1

20-30
Total

1

1

2

8

6

17

3

1

29

14

47

5

2

46

30

84

Age-range of respondent• Statement 7: News ouUets can assign a high priority and grave
importance to incidents and events that probably warrant a lower priority o
f no coverage
1t1.II.

Cooot
Statement 7

d,saoree
Age-range o
f
respondent
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ecree

Total

60.

2

50-60

5

1

6

1

5

6

12

40-50

Total

eereestro

neutral

2

30-40

2

5

10

17

20-30

1

4

30

12

47

3

5

47

29

'4

p. A-5

Age-l'ilnge of respondent• Statement S: The media often promul!Jilltes a perception of an "evil, foreign
world" that contrasts sharply with a "sere, happy America."

Coont
Statements
stroogly

drsecree
Age-range of

60.

respondent

so-ec

d1saoree

neutral

strooolv acree

--

1

1

eo-sc

'

2

'

30-<0
20-30

Total

Total

1

2

1

6

2

'

7

2

1

6

7

22

11

1

17

12

36

16

5

3

12
17
47

"
Age-range of respondent• Statement 9: Public expectations o
f media and broadcast
journalists often shape the content o
f

news.

Count
Statement 9

tnsecree
Age-range of

60•

respondent

5"'30

neutral

aoree

str��·

acree

Total

2
2

2

2

1

2
2

6

40-50

3

30-40

4

3

1

3

17

20-30

3

a

28

a

47

10

15

46

13

84

Total

12

Age-range of respondent• Statement 10: The public can quickly become desensitized to
the dramatic images and stories from distant locations port.rayed on television.

Count
Statement 1 o

drsecree

neutral

acree

stro

aaree

Total

Age-range a
l

60 .

1

1

2

respoodent

so-so

4

2

6

ao-so

20-30

3

Total

'
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s

6

12

2

8

7

17

1

28

15

47

1

30-40

3

31

"

"
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Variable: Highest Level of Education Received

Highest level o
f education achieved* Statement 1: News coverage and opinions vary significantly between
television stations.

Count
Statement 1
strongly

crsacree
Highest
level o
f
education

deacree

High School

neutral

stroonh, aoree

aoree

2

1

2

3

13

6

8

College Graduate

1

15

5

Graduate School

2

5

6

Post Graduate

1

2

1

7

37

19

Some College

Total

5
2

32

8

1

30

4

2

19

22

5

90

achieved

Total

4

Highest level o
f education achieved • Statement 2: There is intense competition between news
media agencies.

Count
Statement 2
disaoree
Highest
level of
education

neutral

stronn1v aoree

aoree

High School

2

Some College
College Graduate

1

Graduate School

1

Total

3

5

2

13

17

32

2

8

19

30

5

13

19

1

1

2

4

5

29

54

90

achieved

Post Graduate
Total

2

Highest level of education acnrevec ' Statement 3: Broadcilst Joumallsts are usually honest and �liable In their
news story reporting.

Count
Statement 3
strongly

esecree

disanree

Highest

High School

level of

Some College

3

17

College Graduate

2

education

acree

neutral

stronctv acree

3

Total

2

5

5

7

32

3

10

13

Graduate Schoo!

6

3

10

Post Graduate

2

,0

2

achieved

Total

5

19
4

2

31

18

2

34

90

Highest level o
f education achieved • Statement-4: Broadcast Jou ma lists have a serious responsibility t
o the
publlc to report all facets of a given story and

to do so objectively.

Count
Statement4
strongly
disaaree
Highest
level of

High School

deaoree

neutral

Some College

1

College Graduate

1

stroncjv aaree

aaree

1

Total

3

1

5

9

32

13

30

11

19

3

4

15

1

3

12

2

1

education
achieved
Graduate School
Post Graduate
Total
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2

7

8

5
1

3

4

36

37

90
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Highest level o
f education achleved " Statement 5: The power o
f cablo nows stations (CNN, MS NBC,
FoxNewschannelJ comes largely from tho sb:e and status of their audionces.

Count

Statement 5
strongly

crsacree
Highest
level o
f

crsecree

neutral

stro--' · anree

acree

High School

3

2

Total

5

Some College

1

2

4

19

6

32

College Graduate

1

6

6

12

5

30

Graduate School

1

5

2

9

2

19

1

1

2

14

13

45

education
achieved

Post Graduate
Total

3

4
15

90

Highest level o
f education achieved• Statement 6: Extensive media coverage of foreign events (e.g., civil wars,
terrorism, famines) can influence public pol!cy agendas and government action.

Cooo1
Statement6
strongly

orsecree
Highest
level o
f

"=""'
achieved

drsaaree

neutral

stron

ecree

·

a" ree

Total

High School

1

3

Some College

1

20

11

32

3

15

11

an

2

10

7

3

1

College Graduate

1

Graduate School
Post Graduate

rotar

1

5

2

1

51

5

19

•

31

90

Highest level of education achieved • Statement 7: News outlets can assign a hlgh priority and
grave Importance t
o Incidents and events that probably warrant a lower priority or no coverage at
all.

Count
Statement 7

oeecree
Highest

High School

level of

Some College

neutral

aoree

sfronciv a" r
ee

3
2

17

4

Total

2

5

13

32

17

7

30

11

7

19

1

3

educat,on
College Graduate

2

Gtaduate School

1

achieved

Post Graduate
Total

3

6

49

4

32

Highest level of education achieved • Statement II: The media often promulgates

90

a perception of an "evil,

foreign world" that contrasts sharply with a "safe, happy America."

Count

Statement 8
strongly
disaoree

disaoree

Highest

High School

1

level o
f

Some College

2

education
College Graduate

1

9

st ____ .. a"ree

ecree

neutral

1

1

•

15

7

2

Total

5

11

32

12

1

30

8

5

19

19

90

actueved
Graduate School

6

Post Graduate
Total
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Highest level of education achieved* Statement 9; Public expectations of media and broadcast
journalists often shape the content of news.

Count

Statement 9

asacree
Highest
level o
f

acree

neutral

stronn!v aaree

High School
Some College

Total

1

'

5

6

5

16

5

32

College Graduate

3

8

17

2

30

Graduate School

4

2

8

5

19

3

1

education
achieved

Post Graduate
Total

13

15

48

4

14

90

Highest level of education achieved* Statement 10: The publlc can quickly become d"ensltlzed to
the dramatic Images and stories from distant locations portrayed on television.

Count

Statement 10
tnsacree
Highest
level of

acree

neutral

High scnccr

strcnclv aaree

5

Some College

2

College Graduate
Graduate School

Total

5

1

17

12

32

1

1

18

10

30

1

1

9

8

19

1

3

50

33

education
achieved

Post Graduate
Total

3

'
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Variable: Industry personnel versus Non-industry respondents

Media personnel within the industry • Statement 1: News coverage and opinions vary sfgnlficantly between
television stations.

Count

Statement 1
strongly

drsacree
Media personnel wntun

yes

the industry

no

Total

disagree

neutral

agree

stronnlv aaree

Total

7

4

7

1

19

7

30

15

16

4

72

7

37

19

23

5

91

M•dla personn•I within the Industry • Statem•nt 2: There Is Intense competition betwNn

n.w, and

media agencies.

Count
Statement 2
disaoree
Media personnel within
the industry

neutral

aaree

stronalv aaree

Total

yes

1

1

3

14

19

nc

1

4

26

41

72

2

5

29

55

91

Total

Media personnel within th• Jnd11$1,Y • Statement 3: Broadcast journalists are usually honest and reliable in their
news story reporting.

Statement 3
strongly
dsacree
Media personnel ......thrn
the ITTdustry

newer

osaoree

yes
00

Total

strorv,lv agree

scree

Total

9

9

1

ts
72

6

31

9

25

1

6

31

18

34

,

91

Media personnel within the industry• Statement 4; Broadcast journalists have a serious responsibility t
o the
public

to report all facets of a given story and do so objectively.

Count

Statement 4
strongly

drsacree

ensacree

neutral

Media personnel wrt.hin

aoree

stronofv aoree

Total

2

5

12

19

'"

the industry

no

Total

2

7

6

32

25

72

2

7

8

37

37

91

Media personnel within the Industry • Statement 5: The power o
f cable news stations (CNN, MS NBC,
FoxNewschannelJ comes largely from the slz• and status o
f their audiences.

C0<m1
Statement 5
strongly

drsacree
Media personnel within
the Industry

Total

drsacree

neutral

aoree

2

5

1

9

11

3

14

13

2

strcncfv agree

6

'"
00

40

Total

19

'

11

72

15

91

"
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Media personnel within the Industry• Statement 6: Extensive media coverage o
f foreign events (e.g., civil w.11rs,
terrorism, famines) can lnHuence public policy agendas and government action.

Count
Statement 6
strongly

osacree
Media pers.oone! ......thin
the industry

ceacree

1

Y"
00

Total

acree

neutral

3

1

stro1r�' aaree
6

19

2

2

43

25

72

5

2

52

31

91

Media personnel within the Industry• Statement 7: News outlets can assign
grave Importance

Total

9

a high

priority and

to Incidents and events that probably would warrant a lower priority of no
coverage at all.

Count
Statement 7
neutral

drseoree

stroncfv aoree

aaree

Total

Media personnel within

yes

1

3

11

4

19

the industry

no

2

3

39

28

72

3

6

50

32

91

Total

Media personnel within the industry • Statement 8: The media often promulgates a perception of an "evil, foreign
world" that contrasts sharply with a "safe, happy America."

Count
Statement 8
strongly

disacree
Media personnel w1th1n

yes

the industry

no

deacree
1

Total

1

acree

neutral

stronolv aoree

Total

5

5

1

19

11

7

36

18

72

18

12

41

19

91

7

Media personnel within the Industry• Statement 9: Public expectations o
f media and broadcast
journalists often shape the content o
f news.

Count
Statement 9
disanree
Media personnel withm
the industry

acree

neutral

strcrofv anree

Total

yes

5

5

8

1

19

nc

8

10

40

14

72

13

15

48

15

91

Total

Media personnel within the Industry• Statement 10: The public can quickly become desensltlzed to
the dramatic Images and stories from distant locations portrayed on television.

Count

Statement 10

ceecree

acree

neutral

stroncl-

Mecha personnel within

yes

1

1

11

the industry

no

3

2

4

3

Total
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acree

Total

6

19

39

28

72

50

34

91
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APPENDIXB
Survey Questionnaire
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This survey is being conducted as a portion of my Thesis project in order to
receive a Master of Arts in Corporate-and Public Communication from Seton Hall
University.

The research topic focuses on the influential relationship of the national news

media on the public and policy makers.

All survey responses will be kept confidential.

If you wish to know the results of

the survey, a presentation of the research will be given on May **, 2003 in the Walsh
Library at Seton Hall University.

If you are unable to attend, but wish to receive a copy

of the survey results, please contact me.

Please return completed forms to:

Stephanie Hanner
5 1 2 Kozlowski Hall
Seton Hall University
South Orange, NJ

07079

Thank you for your assistance.

Appendix B

Your participation in this project is greatly appreciated.

p. B-2

Directions: For each of the following ten statements, please circle a response which most
closely matches your feelings.

(SA�Strongly Agree, A�Agree, N'<Neutral, D'=Disagree, Sfj=Strongly Disagree)

I.

News coverage and opinions vary significantly
between television networks.

SA

A

N

D

SD

(i.e.: CBS, NBC,

ABC)

2.

There is intense competition between news

S A A N D S D

media agencies.

3.

Broadcast journalists are usually honest and

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

reliable in their news story reporting.

4.

Broadcast journalists have a serious responsibility
to the public to report all the facets of a given story
and to do so objectively.

5.

The power of cable news stations (CNN, MSNBC,
Fox Newscharmel) comes largely from the size
and status of their audiences.

6.

Extensive media coverage of foreign events
(i.e.: civil wars, terrorism, famines) can influence
public policy agendas and government action.

7.

News outlets can assign high priority and grave
importance to incidents and events that probably
warrant a lower priority or no coverage at all.

8.

The media often promulgates a perception of an

S A A N D S D

"evil, foreign world" that contrasts sharply with
a "safe, happy America."

9.

Public expectations of media and broadcast

SA

A

N

D

SD

SA

A

N

D

SD

journalists often shape the content of news.

IO.

The public can quickly become desensitized to
the dramatic images and stories from distant
locations portrayed on television.
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General Information

Please answer, any, all, or none of the below:

I.

2.

Gender (please circle)

25-30

50-55

30-35

55-60

40-45

60-65

45-50

65- 70

70+

Level of Education (please circle)

High School

Some College

Graduate School

4.

Female

Age Group (please circle)

20-25

3.

Male

College Graduate

Post Graduate

Generally speaking, how much national broadcast news (i.e.: CBS This Evening
with Dan Rather, NBC Nightly News with Torn Brokaw, ABC World News

Tonight with Peter Jennings) television do you watch per week?

5.

Where do you get most of your current events news information from?

(please

circle)
Newspaper
Internet news source
News Magazine Show (i.e.: Dateline NBC, Primetime, 20/20, 60 Minutes,
etc.
Local television news broadcast
National television news broadcast (see question #4 for examples)
24-Hour News Channel (i.e.: CNN, MSNBC, FoxNewschannel)

Other Comments:
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APPENDIXC
Respondent Comments from Surveys
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The following are individual respondent's comments that were added in the "General
Information" portion o
f their survey.

"I think the 'National Broadcast News' people are given more credibility from the public,
and themselves, than they deserve."

"The media has a bad habit of asking questions of government officials that by the
question being merely asked provides information to our adversaries.
being asked is denied, that, too constitutes a breach of intelligence.
responsibility to protect the lives of our service men and women.

When the question

The media has a

This they often fail to

do."

"It's amazing how strongly the media influences what we know, don't know, what we
should know and how we know it.

That can be a huge problem when most of the public

does not realize how 'screwed' the media is and takes what 'they' say as 'gold'.

I wish

'they' would be more focused on the news and less on ratings and money."

"For statement #3, it is not an issue of honesty with the anchor-he/she is just reading a
script."

"News is rapidly becoming dumbed-down 'infotainment'."

"I feel the media is trying to market tragic events to their benefit.

For example, I was

appalled by the NBC special with Stone Phillips that dramatized the 'Serial Sniper'
incident.

I felt like I was watching a soap opera.

We're talking about real events that

have tragically effected real people and all they seem to be doing is feeding into our
nation's need for drama, etc.

Not to mention the coverage of September 1 1 . "

"I watch NBC local TV news in the morning, some of the show before I go to work.
check out CNN.com and MSNBC.com during the day at work.

I

I watch the NBC evening

local news, NBC nightly news and the Fox43 news at 10:00 before I go to sleep.

I enjoy

watching the news and it helps me learn about what's going on locally, nationally, and
internationally."

"Money+ ratings is what 'news' is about-. nothing else matters."

"Media has very strong power to control people's opinions, because they treat the
information and words."

"I feel that the news we get is inaccurate because our government makes certain that the
media people are not completely informed."
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